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COURSE SYLLABUS 

 
Winter 2016        Dr. Jessica A. Ritter 
         (503) 352-2742 (office) 
         jritter@pacificu.edu 

 
 

Students are welcomed and encouraged to contact the Instructor with any 
questions or concerns about this course 

 
PREREQUISITES 

 
 

 SOCWK 201 for BSW students.  
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
This is a required course in the MSW program for students in the Latino Families and Cultures concentration 
and it is a social work elective for BSW students. This course will give students the opportunity to improve their 
Spanish language skills and learn about social services and issues of social and economic justice in Costa 
Rica. Students will be prepared and oriented for travel during the Fall semester and then travel to Grecia, 
Costa Rica during the Winter session 2016. The travel course in Costa Rica is scheduled for a two-week 
period with specific days and times for curriculum related activities. This two-week program will provide a total 
of 40 hours of Spanish language classes, 16 hours of cultural classes and activities, lectures from professors 
from the University of Costa Rica, site visits to social service organizations, and fun excursions. 

 
Over the course of two weeks, students will be immersed in the Costa Rican culture. Students will have the 
opportunity of a home stay with a Costa Rican (“Tico”) family. This will allow for a first-hand experience of the 
daily lives of these families. Forty hours of Spanish classes in Costa Rica will provide instruction to students at 
all levels of proficiency. Lectures on the culture of Costa Rica and the history of its social welfare system will be 
provided by local experts. Students will have the opportunity to explore their own perspectives. Students will 
visit agencies in the community whose mission is to serve vulnerable populations. 

 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 

 
1. Explore concepts of social and economic justice from Costa Rican perspective and efforts that have 

been put forth in Costa Rica to advance social and economic justice. 
2. Understand issues facing women, racial minorities, sexual minorities, immigrants, children, older adults, 

disabled individuals, and other vulnerable populations in Costa Rica. 
3. Increased Spanish language skills through cultural immersion. 
4. Become familiar with cultural norms and customs within Costa Rican society.  
5. Learn about major differences and commonalities between the U.S. and Costa Rica regarding the 

provision of social welfare services. 
6. Learn about social work practice/philosophy in Costa Rica and how it differs from the U.S. 
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 CSWE COMPETENCIES & PRACTICE BEHAVIORS 

COMPETENCY PRACTICE BEHAVIOR ASSIGNMENTS 
#1. Identify as a professional social 
worker and conduct oneself 
accordingly. 

Practice personal reflection and self-
correction to assure continual 
professional development. 
 
Attend to professional roles and 
boundaries. 
 
Demonstrate professional demeanor in 
behavior, appearance, and 
communication. 
 
Recognize the importance of 
maintaining curiosity and being a 
career-long learner. 
 

Participation grade 
 
Reflective Journal Paper 
 

#3. Apply critical thinking to inform 
and communicate professional 
judgments. 

Distinguish, appraise, and integrate 
multiple sources of knowledge, 
including research-based knowledge, 
and practice wisdom. 
 
Demonstrate effective oral and written 
communication in working with 
individuals, families, groups, 
organizations, communities, and 
colleagues. 

Reflective Journal Paper 
 

#4. Engage diversity and difference in 
practice. 

Recognize the extent to which a 
culture’s structures and values may 
oppress, marginalize, alienate, or 
create or enhance privilege and 
power. 
 
Gain sufficient self-awareness to 
eliminate the influence of personal 
biases and values in working with 
diverse groups. 
 
View themselves as learners and 
engage those with whom they work as 
informants. 
 

Reflective Journal Paper 
 

#5. Advance human rights and social 
and economic justice. 

Understand the forms and 
mechanisms of oppression and 
discrimination. 
 
Engage in practices that advance 
social and economic justice. 

Reflective Journal Paper 
 

#7. Apply knowledge of human 
behavior and the social environment. 

Critique and apply knowledge to 
understand the person and 
environment. 

Reflective Journal Paper 
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VULNERABLE POPULATIONS 

Readings, lectures, class discussions and assignments include content on vulnerable populations including 
women, children, older adults, and racial, ethnic and sexual minorities. Vulnerable persons are those who are 
intentionally or unintentionally discriminated against because of one or more attributes or statuses, which are 
not valued by the dominant society. Vulnerable persons are at risk of social isolation and economic 
disadvantage and other consequences because of the pervasive effects of structural inequality and lack of 
access to power.  Vulnerable persons are represented in class readings and discussions.  

ATTENDANCE & PARTICIPATION 

Attendance and participation are crucial to your learning, the learning of others and the maximization of all 
teaching methods used. Students are expected to participate in ALL activities on the itinerary unless there is a 
reason that prevents you from participating (e.g., illness). 
       

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS 

Strong writing skills are crucial for social workers. All written materials submitted in this class will be evaluated 
on content as well as construction, grammar, spelling, and usage.  
 
For this course, assignments will not be accepted via email unless a student receives special permission from 
the Instructor. Papers and presentations are due on the assigned dates and will not be accepted late. A 
computer crash or printing failure are not regarded as acceptable excuses for late assignments.   
 
Students are expected to demonstrate proper behavior in order to not impact other students in a negative 
manner and to represent Pacific University well while studying abroad. Students are advised to be good 
travelers and to be respectful of the Costa Rican culture. Social work practitioners respect others. Therefore, 
differences in values, opinions, and feelings of class members and guest speakers will be respected. 
 
Students are welcome and encouraged to contact the Instructor with any questions or concerns. A 
positive relationship between the student and the Instructor is important. Constructive comments about the 
course are welcomed since this course will be viewed as a joint effort between the student and the Instructor. 
The Instructor will be available to students during office hours and by appointment. Students may also contact 
the Instructor by telephone or email. At the end of the class, students will have the opportunity to evaluate the 
course and the Instructor.  
 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT 

Pacific University has no tolerance for academic misconduct/dishonesty. It is university policy that all acts of 
misconduct and dishonesty be reported to the Associate Dean for Student Academic Affairs. Sanctions that 
may be imposed for such misconduct range from an “F” for the assignment, an “F” for the course, and 
suspension or dismissal from the university. Forms of academic misconduct include but are not limited to 
plagiarism, fabrication, cheating, tampering with grades, forging signatures, and using electronic information 
resources in violation of acceptable use policies. 

Plagiarism is the use of someone else's words, ideas, or data without proper documentation or 
acknowledgment; it may entail self-plagiarism, i.e. reusing/resubmitting your own work without 
approval.  Quotations must be clearly marked, and sources of information must be clearly indicated in all 
student work.  Please consult the Academic Conduct Policies in the A&S Catalog. 

PAPER GRADING RUBRIC 
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“A” (Exemplary) – “A” papers are professional in appearance; have no typos and use correct grammar, 
sentence structure, and spelling. The writing in these papers is clear, concise, and well organized. The paper 
demonstrates that the writer has thought carefully about the topic and clearly understands the issues pertaining 
to it. The paper is not a simply regurgitation of information; instead it offers analysis, synthesis, and an in-
depth, scholarly and interesting perspective on the topic, including the writer’s observations and conclusions. 
 
“B” (Competent) – “B” papers are generally well done and professional in appearance. These papers have 
minimal types and generally use correct grammar, sentence structure and spelling. The writing in these papers 
is generally clear, concise and well-organized; the progression of the paper, referencing of sources, and 
exploration of issues may not be as clearly present and comprehensive as in excellent papers. The paper 
demonstrates that the writer has thought carefully about the topic and generally understands the issues 
pertaining to it. The paper is not a simple regurgitation of information; it offers analysis and synthesis, but an in-
depth, scholarly and interesting perspective on the topic is less well developed than in an excellent paper. The 
writer’s observations and conclusions are present but less well linked to the material presented.  
 
“C” (Emerging) – “C” papers are generally professional in appearance but may have problems such as 
formatting errors, types or problems with grammar, sentence structure and spelling. The writing needs 
additional work in the areas of clarity, conciseness and organization. Problems may be present in the 
appropriate use of references. Although the topic is generally covered, the paper lacks a depth and 
understanding of related issues. The analysis and synthesis of information is limited. The writer’s observations 
and conclusions seem to be opinions and not supported by the paper.  
 
“D” (Limited) – “D” papers typically reflect minimal effort in preparing the paper. There may be numerous 
formatting errors, typos, and problems with grammar, sentence structure and spelling.  Significant problems 
with clarity, conciseness, and organization of information are present. Significant problems in referencing 
information are often present. The topic is minimally covered; analysis and synthesis of the information or the 
exploration of related issues are missing or weakly stated. The writer’s observations and conclusions may be 
missing or seem unconnected to the paper. 
 
“F” (Failing) – A grade of “F” is warranted when students do not complete the paper, when preparation for the 
paper has clearly been minimal, when the paper is disorganized, unclear, lacking in basic coverage of the 
topic, or when the appearance of the paper makes it difficult to interpret the writer’s intent. A failing grade will 
also be given if the writing in the paper is significantly below appropriate college standards regarding such 
things as basic grammar, sentence structure, and spelling. 

SOCIAL WORK PROGRAM GRADING SCALE & CALCULATION OF FINAL GRADE 

A     (93-100)  A-   (90-92) 
B+   (87-89)  B    (83-86) 
B-    (80-82)  C+ (77-79) 
C     (73-76)  C-   (70-72) 
D+   (67-69)  D    (63-66) 
D-    (60-62)  F     (below 60) 

A--- Work is exceptional with regard to all criteria 
B---Work is very good with regard to all criteria 
C---Work is sufficient with regard to all criteria 
D---Work is inadequate with regard to most or all criteria 
F---Work is inadequate with regard to all criteria 

 

SUGGESTED READINGS & WEBSITES 

Required: English/Spanish dictionary; notebook/journal. 
 
Recommended: 

• Travel Guide to Costa Rica (Fodor’s; Lonely Planet; Frommer’s) 
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• Human Rights and Social Justice in a Global Perspective: An introduction to International Social Work 
by Susan Mapp 

• International Federation of Social Workers: www.ifsw.org 
• United Nations: http://www.un.org/en/sections/what-we-do/protect-human-rights/index.html 

 

ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE COURSE 

There are 2 main assignments for this class: 

(1) Participation grade (which also includes professional/ethical behavior):  25% of grade 

 

(2) Reflective Journal Paper which addresses the following questions: 75% of grade 
• What did you learn about yourself as a result of this travel experience? (be specific)  
• What were your beginning ideas/perceptions about what Costa Rica would be like, and did those turn 

out to be accurate or not? Did you struggle at all with personal biases with regard to diverse groups? 
What was your experience with this? 

• What did you learn about the major differences in social work practice and social services in Costa 
Roca versus the U.S.? (compare/contrast) 

• What did you learn about or observe about oppressed groups in Costa Rica and forms of 
oppression/discrimination there? How does this compare to the U.S.? 

• In social work we use a person-in-environment perspective. Provide examples of ways that the social 
environment in Costa Rica impacts vulnerable populations, both positively and negatively. 

• Anything else you would like to add about your experience on this trip? What memories stand out to 
you the most that you will take with you? 

 

Due date:  Monday, January 25th by noon. Please email to Dr. Ritter. 
The journal assignment should be 6-10 pages long. Assignments should be of your highest quality, both in 
form and content.  Please type and double space. 1” margins all around. Or, if you can write legibly, you can 
write your responses in a notebook while you are on the trip and give to me before we leave for the U.S. 
 
 

Late assignments will not be accepted unless prior 
arrangements have been made.
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